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AT
FLINDERS,
IT’S ALL
ABOUT

FLINDERS IS
CAREER-MINDED.
Plugged into industry trends, professional
placements and practical experiences,
our teaching is designed to take you from
learning to earning.

FLINDERS IS
PROGRESSIVE.

Everything we do at Flinders is designed
to give you the best possible study
experience, to help you graduate careerready and to prepare you not just to
succeed, but to go beyond.

Our facilities are purpose-built for your
study needs. Our researchers and
lecturers are ready to equip you with
up-to-the-minute knowledge based on
world-class research.

FLINDERS IS
STUDENT-FOCUSED.
You’ll gain specialised skills and
knowledge in your chosen field plus
enhance abilities in independent thinking,
communication, collaboration, ethics and
creativity – qualities that will prepare you
to become an expert and innovator in
your field.

4
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PURSUE
YOUR
PASSIONS,
EXPLORE
YOUR
INTERESTS

ESTABLISHED IN 1966
OVER 26,000 STUDENTS
SUPPORTED BY OVER
2,600 STAFF
OVER 120,000 ALUMNI
IN 120 COUNTRIES
OVER 300
UNDERGRADUATE AND
POSTGRADUATE
RESEARCH DEGREES
FLINDERS IS
RANKED IN THE
TOP 2% OF MORE
THAN 18,500
UNIVERSITIES
IN THE WORLD
(THE World University Rankings 2019)

6

NO.1 SA UNIVERSITY NO. 1 SA UNIVERSITY
FOR TEACHING
FOR OVERALL
QUALITY, LEARNING EXPERIENCE
Good University Guide 2019, public
ENGAGEMENT AND (The
SA-founded universities only)
STUDENT SUPPORT
(QILT Student Experience Survey 2018,
public SA-founded universities only)

It doesn’t matter whether you know exactly where your future
lies, or you want to explore the possibilities; Flinders offers
degrees in a range of study areas.
The following pages cover the broad areas of study at Flinders
and the degrees available in each area. Can’t find the degree
you’re looking for? Check out page 48 for a full listing of all
undergraduate courses available at Flinders.
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FLINDERS BUSINESS

BUILD YOUR
WORTH

Bachelor of Accounting New in 2020
Bachelor of Accounting (Online) New in 2020

Bachelor of Business (Marketing)
Bachelor of Business (Marketing) (Online)

Prepare yourself for a career in accounting and commerce
including the analysis, interpretation and communication of
financial information. Careers in accounting are available in a
broad range of business situations. This degree is accredited by
the professional accounting bodies in Australia.

Work towards a career understanding and meeting consumer
needs. Marketing is one of the driving forces of business. In
this degree, you’ll learn how to understand customers and how
to create, communicate and deliver products and services. It
prepares you to be a market researcher, analyst and strategist.

Bachelor of Accounting and Finance New in 2020

Bachelor of Business (Sports Management) New in 2020

Prepare for a career in accounting or finance with an introduction
to the realities of the global marketplace. Learn fundamental
business concepts and apply them to real-world scenarios. This
degree is accredited by the professional accounting bodies in
Australia , with core studies in a range of business-related topics.

There’s never been a better time to embrace
the business world. Technological changes
are opening up new opportunities. The
online economy is rapidly evolving and
entrepreneurs are changing the world.
Flinders Business degrees are designed to
prepare you for a career in the real-world
and could put you in the driver’s seat to take
advantage of a new tomorrow.

Bachelor of Banking and Finance New in 2020
This degree provides students with the skills and knowledge
financial institutions, financial instruments and markets of the
financial services sector require for managing money, trading
stock and managing investments in an institutional setting.

Bachelor of Business
Bachelor of Business (Online)
Turn your passion for problem solving into a business career.
The business world has a wide range of opportunities for people
with drive and ambition. Gain the skills to solve real-world
business problems by analysing key issues that businesses deal
with every day.

Find out more

FLINDERS.EDU.AU/BUSINESS

Bachelor of Business (Human Resource Management)
Build a career attracting, motivating and managing people. At a
time when many organisations are undergoing change, there are
opportunities for professionals trained to identify ways to recruit,
support, develop and retain staff.

Bachelor of Business (Innovation and Enterprise)
The world is changing, and this degree will prepare you for
the jobs and entrepreneurial opportunities of the future.
You’ll develop your personal enterprise skills to enhance
creativity, understand and embrace innovation, and think like an
entrepreneur.

This degree aims to provide students with knowledge and
competencies related to a broad range of sport management
and business aspects of sport. The degree covers various
key aspects of sports with emphasis on enterprise, digital and
leadership knowledge and skills.

Bachelor of Business (Supply Chain Management) New in 2020
This degree aims to provide students with knowledge and
competencies in supply chain, logistics and procurement
management as well as current and emerging data analytical
practices.

Bachelor of Business Economics New in 2020
Build a career applying economic principles for the benefit of
business. Understanding the principles of economics and how
to apply these to the practical needs of business will open up a
range of career options.

Bachelor of Commerce
There are a broad range of employment opportunities within the
business world. This degree will see you graduate with a broad
skill set and prepared for a range of professional, businessrelated careers in private and public enterprise.

Bachelor of Finance New in 2020
Prepare yourself for a career in fields such as financial
engineering, treasury, fund management and investment
banking. Develop an overall understanding of the applied
finance discipline, financial management, wealth creation,
macroeconomics and international finance.

Bachelor of Finance and Business Economics New in 2020
Bachelor of Business (International Business)
Bachelor of Business (International Business) (Online)
Develop advanced skills and knowledge relating to international
trade and prepare yourself for a global career. Learn how culture,
language, political systems and socio-economic factors affect
international business practice in core business disciplines
of finance, marketing, human resource (HR) management and
global sustainability.

GRADUATE WORK-READY
WITH PRACTICAL BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE

Bachelor of Business (Management)
Bachelor of Business (Management) (Online)
Implement strategies for management and build the foundations of
a rewarding management career by combining studies across all
areas of business practice, including planning, decision-making,
e-business, marketing, and HR and strategic management.

Go beyond theory and gain real-world insights into the
day-to-day operations of business. With over 230 partner
organisations, Flinders Business guarantees you a practical
work placement that will give you invaluable workplace
experience.

Build a career applying economic principles for the benefit of
business. Understanding the principles of economics and how
to apply these to the practical needs of business will open up a
range of career options.

Advanced Leadership
If you’re a high-achieving student, meet your full potential with
advanced leadership studies in business. It’s designed for
students demonstrating potential to attain leadership skills
and work-relevant experience to make them of distinct value to
employers.

See page 48 onwards for a full list of degrees, and information you will
need before applying, including SATAC codes, selection ranks
and more.

Our key partners include BankSA, Bendigo Bank, BT Financial
Group, Ernst & Young (EY), Hudson, McDonald's, and
PricewaterhouseCoopers.
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FLINDERS CREATIVE ARTS AND MEDIA

Bachelor of Creative Arts (Costume Design)
Bachelor of Creative Arts (Costume Design) (VET Pathway)

CREATE YOUR
FUTURE

Bring characters to life through costume design. Offered in
collaboration with TAFE SA*, this degree enables you to design
and construct costumes to create iconic looks and visually
stunning garments.

Bachelor of Creative Arts (Creative Writing)
Write your own creative future. Acquire an understanding of the
Australian publishing industry and gain professional skills that will
prepare you for work as an editor, researcher, freelance writer,
publisher or author.

Bachelor of Creative Arts (Dance)
Leap into a professional dance career. Offered in collaboration
with TAFE SA* through Adelaide College of the Arts, this degree
will equip you with elite professional dance skills and theoretical
knowledge in areas such as dance technique, choreography and
stage performance.

Bachelor of Creative Arts (Visual Effects and Entertainment
Design)
Bachelor of Creative Arts (Visual Effects and Entertainment
Design) (Honours)
Bachelor of Creative Arts (Visual Effects and Entertainment
Design) (VET Pathway)
Flinders and CDW Studios combine forces to offer this hands-on
degree. If you’re a Game of Thrones fan, Fortnite addict or Pixar
lover, turn your passion into a successful career in the exciting
world of film, television, gaming, animation and digital design.

Bachelor of General Studies
Begin your journey to a successful career. Flinders' Bachelor of
General Studies is a flexible degree designed to prepare you with
communication skills, a firm grasp of ethics, and the confidence
to make connections across geographical, disciplinary, social
and cultural boundaries.

Bachelor of Media Arts

Fine-tune your performance skills for a creative career. Pursue an
exciting career in the performing arts by developing your creative,
practical, critical and collaborative skills.

Gain the practical skills and knowledge to work across all mediaintensive environments with a focus on the creative industries.
You’ll gain hands-on practical training in a range of technical and
design formats so you are able to produce high-quality media
presentations.

Bachelor of Creative Arts (Enterprise)

Bachelor of Media and Communication

Build a career in the business of creativity. This degree provides
you with knowledge and skills in entrepreneurship, arts and
festival management, creative computing and cultural policy
education.

Created to meet the needs of the constantly evolving field of
contemporary communications, this degree helps you to develop
written, visual and verbal communication skills that can be
applied to a broad range of professional and creative industries.

Bachelor of Creative Arts (Drama)

Bachelor of Creative Arts (Fashion)
Bachelor of Creative Arts (Fashion) (VET Pathway)

See page 48 onwards for a full list of degrees, and information you
will need before applying, including SATAC codes, selection ranks
and more.

Offered in collaboration with TAFE SA*, this industry-focused
degree combines practical skills with theoretical knowledge
about garment construction, patternmaking, drawing and design
as well as academic and professional communication and
marketing.

Bachelor of Creative Arts (Screen)
Gain the skills necessary for a career in screen-based media.
Study scriptwriting, cinematography, creative collaboration,
editing, sound, lighting and directing, and graduate ready for a
rewarding career in screen with specialised skills for associated
creative areas.

Creativity is one of the most powerful and
sought-after skills on the planet. It drives
screen, fashion, digital media, dance, writing
and more. Learn how to unlock your visual,
verbal and written skills to communicate
your ideas and drive innovation.

Bachelor of Creative Arts (Visual Arts)
Offered in collaboration with TAFE SA* through Adelaide College
of the Arts, this degree offers an intensive studio-based program
that covers both creative and academic skills. You’ll receive
training in the medium of your choice in ceramics, jewellery,
painting, photography, printmaking or sculpture.
* TAFE SA RTO Code: 41026

Flinders University in collaboration
with CDW Studios has been named the
world’s No. 1 Digital Illustration School.

Find out more

FLINDERS.EDU.AU/CREATIVE-ARTS
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FLINDERS CRIMINOLOGY

Bachelor of Criminology
Bachelor of Criminology (Honours)

BUILD A CAREER
EXPLORING THE
WORLD OF CRIME

This degree will prepare you with career-ready skills and
knowledge in such areas as transnational crime, policing and
security, organised crime, cybercrime, terrorism, corrections and
corruption. You’ll gain a broad understanding of criminological
theory and its applications in criminal justice contexts.

Bachelor of Law and Society
Learn the concepts central to the structure and functioning of a
just society, and develop the skills to research and analyse social
issues and assess proposals for social change. This degree
will give you a strong foundation in social and public policy, and
equip you with the practical, work-ready skills you’ll need to seek
employment in a range of organisations.

The rate of technological and societal change
around the world is astounding. Transnational
crime, cybercrime, terrorism and corruption
are merely a few of the challenges facing
our justice systems. Studying Criminology
at Flinders could open up a range of
employment opportunities not only in
Australia, across the globe.

A COMBINED DEGREE
WILL BROADEN YOUR
OPPORTUNITIES
Combining your degree with a qualification in another discipline
will help you develop specialised abilities to stand out from the
crowd. Studying a combined degree at Flinders is the key to
enhancing your career opportunities.
Find out about combining these qualifications:

Bachelor of Psychological Science/Bachelor of Criminology
By studying the Bachelor of Criminology combined with
the Bachelor of Psychological Science, you can explore the
intersection between psychology and the criminal justice system
and the psychological factors underlying criminal behaviour.

Bachelor of Laws and Legal Practice/Bachelor of Criminology
By combining studies in laws and legal practice with criminology,
you’ll develop the professional legal skills to prepare you for a job
in the legal profession and gain an understanding of how justice
and society influence each other.

Bachelor of International Relations and Political Science/
Bachelor of Criminology
Combining your criminology studies with an understanding of
international relations opens the door to a multitude of careers
in international organisations, aid and human rights, government,
transnational crime, terrorism, and non-government organisations.

“From real-world experience in court rooms and crime
labs, there are amazing opportunities to engage with
practical work.”

No 1.
SA UNI

Anh Dinh
Bachelor of Criminology student

for teaching quality, learning
engagement and student support.

Bachelor of Science (Forensic and Analytical Science)/
Bachelor of Criminology
Forensics and Analytical Science opens up career options in
areas such as illicit drug testing, DNA analysis, trace evidence
examination and toxicology. Combine a hands-on experience of
collecting, analysing and identifying physical evidence with an
understanding of the workings of the criminal justice system.

Bachelor of Information Technology (Network and
Cybersecurity Systems)/Bachelor of Criminology

QILT Student Experience Survey 2018, public SA-founded
universities only

This exciting new combined degree brings together your
studies in network and cybersecurity systems with criminology,
providing a comprehensive understanding of computer security,
communications technology, administration, network engineering,
enterprise systems and information networks.

See page 48 onwards for a full list of degrees, and information you
will need before applying, including SATAC codes, selection ranks
and more.

Find out more

FLINDERS.EDU.AU/CRIMINOLOGY
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FLINDERS EDUCATION

Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood)/Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood)/Bachelor of Special
Education New in 2020

OPEN MINDS

Education is a fast-growing sector,
with great job opportunities. With over
one million people already employed,
Australia’s education and training sector
is projected to grow by 12% by 2022*.
Becoming an educator means joining an
industry with long-term career prospects.
We need more educators. We need
people who will guide and teach the next
generations.

Find your passion before you commit
The Bachelor of Arts Education pathway offers you the
opportunity to study three education topics that are normally
restricted to students enrolled in the Education double
degree, and then transition after a year to a double degree,
provided you achieve the required standard.
A guaranteed entry pathway into the Master of Teaching
Primary R-7 or Secondary lets you study a three-year Bachelor
of Arts first. If you complete this degree to the required
standard, you will be guaranteed a place in the two-year
masters degree, subject to an additional written statement
entry requirement.

Master of Teaching double degree options

Bachelor of Education (Primary R-7)/Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Education (Primary R-7)/Bachelor of General
Science
Bachelor of Education (Primary R-7)/Bachelor of Special
Education New in 2020

The Bachelor of Arts (BA) provides a comprehensive, liberal
education for all new teachers.

Help guide young adults towards the future. If you’re passionate
about helping others, about guiding and advising them at
a crucial period of their lives, then you’ll find a career as a
secondary school teacher rewarding in many ways.

FLINDERS.EDU.AU/EDUCATION

Flinders provides a variety of study pathways for
students who are thinking about studying to qualify as
a teacher.

Double your teaching expertise with a Flinders education double
degree. Flinders’ education degrees allow you to follow your interests
by combining your Bachelor of Education with a range of degrees.
Arts

Bachelor of Education (Secondary)/Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Education (Secondary)/Bachelor of Health Sciences
Bachelor of Education (Secondary)/Bachelor of Languages
Bachelor of Education (Secondary)/Bachelor of Science
Bachelor of Education (Secondary)/Bachelor of Special
Education

Find out more

SUCCEED IN EDUCATION

Much of our childhood is spent in education, but the first years
are exciting and filled with wonder. This is your chance to guide a
child’s early learning and development, and build a framework for
their education that will last them a lifetime.

Becoming a primary school teacher can have a lifelong impact. A
child’s primary years are often the ones they remember the most
intensely, and their primary school teachers can have a profound
effect on their lives.

*Australian Jobs 2018

See page 48 onwards for a full list of degrees, and information you
will need before applying, including SATAC codes, selection ranks
and more.

ATAR 95+
GUARANTEED ENTRY

Inherent requirements

Direct-entry bachelor/masters double degrees – five-year teaching
qualification

ATAR 70+

The Australian Government has introduced the Literacy
and Numeracy Test for all initial teacher education students
to ensure they have the high level of personal literacy and
numeracy skills required of teachers. For further information,
including registration details, please check the test
administrator’s website at: teacheredtest.acer.edu.au

Entry requirements

Direct-entry double degree – four-year teaching qualification

ATAR 60-70

One-year pathway to double degree four-year teaching qualification

ATAR 60-70

BROADEN YOUR
OPPORTUNITIES

All prospective students interested in studying an initial
teacher education course in South Australia are required
to complete a non-academic assessment task known as a
Teaching Capabilities Statement. This is a requirement of
the Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership
(AITSL) and supports the national priority to ensure those
entering the teaching profession have the personal qualities
to best support learners and graduate as classroom-ready,
high-quality teachers.

Three-year Bachelor of Arts plus two-year Master of Teaching

If you are a high-achieving student who is sure of your choice
of a teaching career, we also offer double degrees that
combine a Bachelor of Arts, General Science, Science or
Languages with a Master of Teaching.

In addition to teaching roles, this means you’ll be suited
to employment in many fields given the broad scope of
specialisations available in the BA.

General Science
The Bachelor of General Science gives you the skills required
to effectively teach science subjects at a broader level than that
required in a traditional Bachelor of Science.

Health Sciences - Health Education and Physical Education
The Bachelor of Health Sciences offers you core health sciences
topics and a choice from one of two specialist streams (health
education or physical education).

Languages
In the Bachelor of Languages, you will complete major
sequences to teach two secondary school subjects related
to languages and chosen from Chinese, French, German,
Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Modern Greek, Spanish, or
teaching English as a second language.

Science
The Bachelor of Science provides you with the foundation
skills required to effectively teach subjects which draw on
mathematics, science or technology.

Special Education and Disability Studies
In addition to teaching roles, the Bachelor of Special Education
and Bachelor of Disability Studies prepares you for a range of
professional roles related to supporting students with disabilities
and their families within the broader community.

RATED
No 1.

in South Australia in education and
training for learner engagement, skills
development and starting salary.
The Good Universities Guide 2019, public SA-founded
universities only

Already have an undergraduate degree?
If you already have an undergraduate degree, the Master of
Teaching will allow you to enter the profession and become a
qualified teacher, building on your first degree.
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FLINDERS ENGINEERING

Bachelor of Design and Technology Innovation

A CAREER
POWERED BY
CREATIVITY

Make your ideas a commercial reality. Graduate prepared to
solve problems and create commercial solutions. Develop
a sound understanding of three areas: design; innovation
management; and science, technology and engineering.

Bachelor of Engineering (Biomedical) (Honours)
Bachelor of Engineering (Biomedical) (Honours)/Master of
Engineering (Biomedical)
Build a career designing systems that enhance the quality of
human life.
Health care is a large and rapidly growing industry, and your
skills could help improve the way we plan, design, manufacture
and maintain healthcare systems and equipment.

If you can imagine it, chances are you can
help bring it to life with an engineering
degree. From robotics to renewable energy,
ship building and defence, civil engineering
or creating new medical technologies…
engineers are in high demand worldwide.
You can help design and build tomorrow.

High-achieving students can use the Bachelor of Engineering
(Mechanical) (Honours) as a pathway into a Master of
Engineering (Biomedical).

Bachelor of Engineering (Robotics) (Honours)
Bachelor of Engineering (Robotics) (Honours)/Master of
Engineering (Electronics)
Create a career designing the robot workforce of the future.
This degree will see you graduate with the latest learning in
robotics technologies, preparing you to become a key player in
developing the robots that will populate our future.

Bachelor of Engineering (Civil) (Honours)

High-achieving students can use the Bachelor of Engineering
(Robotics) (Honours) as a pathway into a Master of Engineering
(Electronics).

Bachelor of Engineering (Computer and Network Systems)
(Honours)
This degree prepares you to develop the specialised skills
to design and analyse hardware systems and algorithms for
products such as mobile phones and gaming consoles through
to aircraft flight control systems, unmanned vehicles and global
telecommunications systems.

Bachelor of Engineering (Electrical) (Honours)
Develop the skills to power the machines of the future. Develop
a strong foundation in the systematic development of electrical
systems, with an emphasis on renewable energy systems and
electrical drive systems.

Bachelor of Engineering (Electronics) (Honours)
Electronics is the enabling technology for today’s society, and
career opportunities are wide ranging. In this degree, you’ll learn
the skills and knowledge to plan, design and build the electronic
circuitry that is integral to an extensive range of high technology
applications.

No. 1 SA university in engineering
and technology for learning
resources, student support and
teaching quality.

Push mechanical systems to the limit in a challenging and rewarding
field. Build a hands-on career with real-world applications. Learn to
design, construct and operate mechanical systems.

High-achieving students can use the Bachelor of Engineering
(Biomedical) (Honours) as a pathway into a Master of
Engineering (Biomedical).

Prepare yourself for a career solving civil engineering problems.
This degree covers the four main civil engineering themes of
structures, transport, water and geomechanics, then applies
them to infrastructure design and construction.

No 1.
SA UNI

Bachelor of Engineering (Mechanical) (Honours)
Bachelor of Engineering (Mechanical) (Honours)/Master of
Engineering (Biomedical)

Bachelor of Engineering (Maritime) (Honours)
Prepare to become a professional engineer in the maritime
engineering industry. You’ll learn to design and manage the
building of maritime vehicles, coastal engineering projects, port
and harbour facilities, and offshore oil and gas installations.

Good Universities Guide 2019, public SA-founded
universities only

Bachelor of Engineering (Software) (Honours)
This degree has been specifically created for students looking
to work as professional software engineers, and provides you
with a solid foundation in the technical and professional skills
and knowledge required to pursue a successful career in the
software industry.

Bachelor of Engineering Science
In this degree you’ll gain the foundations for further study in
engineering or for a career in an engineering-related field. The
degree offers specialisations in biomedical engineering, civil
engineering, electrical and electronic engineering, mechanical
engineering, software engineering, and design and technology.

Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences
Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences (Honours)
Mathematics is the foundation of many industries. Demand for
mathematics graduates is particularly strong in areas including
science, engineering, technology and business, and in areas as
diverse as linguistics and health.

See page 48 onwards for a full list of degrees, and information you
will need before applying, including SATAC codes, selection ranks
and more.

GET A TASTE OF ENGINEERING
BEFORE CHOOSING YOUR
SPECIALISATION
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) – Flexible Entry
Embark on a first-year engineering degree without choosing the
engineering specialisation you wish to pursue with the Bachelor
of Engineering (Honours) – Flexible Entry. At the end of your first
year you can transition to a named engineering degree of your
choice without having to study the standard four-year course.

Find out more

FLINDERS.EDU.AU/ENGINEERING
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FLINDERS HEALTH

Bachelor of Disability and Developmental Education
Bachelor of Disability and Developmental Education (Online)

MAKE A REAL
DIFFERENCE

Your studies could lead you to an amazing career helping others
live rich, fulfilling lives.
You’ll gain the skills and knowledge to provide services for
people of all ages with diverse needs, including developmental
and acquired disabilities.

Bachelor of Exercise Science
Bachelor of Exercise Science/Master of Clinical Exercise
Physiology
Turn your passion for exercise into a career that will make a
difference. In this course you’ll study basic medical sciences
such as human physiology, anatomy, psychology and pathology,
and you’ll graduate ready to use your specialised knowledge to
improve health or to enhance exercise, motor skill and movement
performance.

If you’re a high-achieving student, you can progress from
an exercise science degree to a Master of Clinical Exercise
Physiology with a clinical exercise physiology focus.

Bachelor of Health Sciences
Establish a solid foundation for a career in health care. This
degree will give you exposure to a wide variety of health
professions, as well as the opportunity to focus your studies in a
particular area with a major.

The Bachelor of Health Sciences at Flinders gives you the
flexibility to build your own study program from a broad range of
majors to suit your interests.

Majors
The following study areas can be taken as a major:
• Disability and community rehabilitation
• Environmental and public health

Bachelor of Health Sciences (Principles of Physiotherapy)/
Master of Physiotherapy
If you love the idea of helping people recover from injury, helping
them improve their mobility and improve their quality of life,
then you’ll find a career in physiotherapy rewarding in many
ways. Gain the skills and expertise you’ll need to prepare for
professional practice in physiotherapy.

Bachelor of Healthy Ageing (Online)
This degree teaches you foundation skills in ageing studies and
covers a broad spectrum of knowledge such as experience of
ageing, psychological wellbeing and physical activity, along with
areas such as elder abuse and neglect, popular culture and
ageing, and dementia.

Bachelor of Human Nutrition
Human nutrition is one of the most interesting careers in Health.
This degree will give you skills and knowledge in demand around
the world, as societies look to prevent health issues and manage
nutrition, sports science and public health.

Bachelor of Medical Science
Prepare for a career as a medical scientist. This specialised
degree provides exciting options for students interested in a
wide range of careers in the medical and health sciences, and
emphasises the fundamental sciences that underpin virtually all
fields of medical science.

Bachelor of Medical Science (Vision Science)/Master of
Optometry
Build a career helping improve people’s vision. Prepare yourself
for a rewarding career in optometry in a high-quality learning
environment. In this degree you’ll receive a grounding in the
fundamentals of science with an emphasis on vision science.

• Health promotion
• Health management
• Life sciences
• Nutrition
• Public health
• Therapy studies.

Become a trained professional who can help
us become healthier, and stay healthier. Health
care and social assistance is Australia’s fastest
growing industry* and Flinders’ graduates enjoy
a median salary above the national average**.

Bachelor of Health Sciences/Graduate Diploma in
Environmental Health Practice
Build a career exploring the effects of environmental factors
on human health. You’ll graduate with two qualifications with
just one extra year of study, ready to work as an accredited
environmental health officer in Australia and overseas and with
the knowledge required to promote community understanding of
environmental health issues.

* Dept of Jobs & Small Business 2018
** QILT Student Experience Survey 2018

Bachelor of Health Sciences (Principles of Occupational
Therapy)/Master of Occupational Therapy
Help people get back to living healthy lives. Occupational
therapy is an incredibly rewarding career. You’ll learn skills that
will help people rebuild and regain their health through highquality therapy and graduate with the hands-on knowledge
required to register and work as an occupational therapist.

Prepare to become a professional who can interpret and
translate scientific knowledge into practical information to
help people improve their health through diet. You will gain
knowledge about the nature, management and prevention of
diet-related diseases, and the social and psychological factors
that influence what people eat.

Bachelor of Paramedic Science
Becoming a paramedic means keeping your cool in emergency
and non-emergency situations. In this degree, you’ll develop
the skills, knowledge and attitudes to manage pre-hospital
emergency and out-of-hospital non-emergency situations in a
manner consistent with best practice.

Bachelor of Speech Pathology
Working as a speech pathologist can help people in many ways.
Speech pathologists help people whose educational, vocational,
personal and social functioning is affected by communication or
swallowing impairment resulting from developmental difficulties,
social disadvantage, illness or accident.

See page 48 onwards for a full list of degrees, and information you
will need before applying, including SATAC codes, selection ranks
and more.

Find out more

FLINDERS.EDU.AU/HEALTH
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FLINDERS HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Bachelor of Archaeology

GET SET
FOR LIFE

South Australia’s only Bachelor of Archaeology degree will
prepare you for a wide range of jobs in museums, government,
community organisations and the cultural heritage management
industry.
Delve into the world’s rich cultural history, uncovering the links
between past, present and future societies.

Bachelor of Arts
Build a career around ideas that shape the world we live in.
Develop a range of transferable skills that are highly valued in a
wide range of jobs and industries. You’ll learn how to investigate
and analyse ideas, communicate your findings and build your
knowledge base in a variety of areas.

The workplaces of tomorrow are likely
to be very different from those we
see today. But one thing is unlikely to
change: Employers will be searching
for independently minded people
with valuable, transferable skills.
A Humanities and Social Sciences
degree from Flinders will give you the
knowledge and skills you’ll require in
tomorrow’s workplace.

Bachelor of Arts – Enhanced Program for High Achievers
If you’re a high-achieving student, this program offers additional
material to challenge you and enable you to maximise your
intellectual growth. You’ll thrive in an environment where
students with similar capabilities come together to pursue their
studies, develop their interests and share ideas.

Bachelor of Arts and Science
Your career could cover science and the arts. Flinders University
arts and science graduates have a vast body of knowledge
across arts and the sciences that prepares them for a wide
range of careers. You’ll learn adaptable and analytical skills,
including the ability to think creatively and solve problems.

"Flinders was the perfect choice for me as it really
allowed me to pursue my interests and study in a
friendly and productive environment. Flinders stands out
to me from other universities because of the diversity in
topics they offer as well as the tightknit and welcoming
community within the college.”
Yianni Cartledge
Bachelor of Arts (History)/Bachelor of Education

Bachelor of General Studies
Begin your journey to a successful career. Flinders' Bachelor
of General Studies is a flexible degree designed to prepare
you with communication skills, a firm grasp of ethics, and
the confidence to make connections across geographical,
disciplinary, social and cultural boundaries.

See page 48 onwards for a full list of degrees, and information you
will need before applying, including SATAC codes, selection ranks
and more.

RATED
No 1.

in South Australia for teaching quality,
learning engagement and student support.
QILT Student Experience Survey 2018, public SA-founded
universities only

Find out more
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DISCOVER YOUR PASSION WITH A
BACHELOR OF ARTS

EXPLORE TWO CULTURES WITH A
BACHELOR OF ARTS AND SCIENCE

Arts gives you the flexibility to explore a variety of study areas and build a study program
that suits your interests.

Choose from major areas of study across the realms of both arts and science.

Arts majors and minors
The following study areas can be taken as a major or minor:
Applied linguistics
Applied linguistics is concerned with the practical issues of
language such as learning and teaching, policy, multilingualism,
cross-cultural communication, maintaining languages, and
language difficulties.
Creative writing
Creative writing develops the creative, practical, critical
and collaborative skills necessary to pursue a career in the
communication, arts and related creative industries.
Criminology
Criminology explores who commits crime, and critiques how the
criminal justice system responds to crime.
Drama
Drama offers grounding in the theories of theatre and
performance workshops in movement, voice, improvisation and
Stanislavskian techniques.
English
English encourages a knowledge of and enthusiasm for
literature, and fosters effective communication skills critical in
the workplace today.
French
French is spoken in more than 40 countries, including some of
Australia’s closest neighbours, and is one of the most widely
taught second languages in the world.
Geography and Environmental Studies
Together, geography and environmental studies explore dynamic
relationships between people, places, and the so-called ‘natural’
and built environments we shape.
History
History introduces issues that have shaped and continue
to influence the modern world, such as revolution, fascism,
migration, population, warfare and globalisation.
Indigenous and Australian Studies
The Indigenous and Australian Studies major offers thoughtprovoking and challenging insights into Indigenous and nonIndigenous contemporary contexts. The major will privilege
Indigenous knowledges, perspectives, voices and histories
and use innovative creative arts methodologies to teach about
Indigenous sovereignties, Indigenous human rights, race relations,
social policy, self-determination, and collaborative futures.
Indonesian
As Indonesia undergoes unprecedented change, studying
Indonesian language is a vital key to understanding our region.
Innovation and enterprise
Innovation and enterprise provides you with the skills to enhance
your creativity, understand and embrace innovation, and think
like an entrepreneur.
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Italian
Italy is one of the wealthiest nations in the world, an essential
tourist destination, and a major trading partner with Australia.
Italian language is a pathway to employment.
Law and society
Law and society equips you with practical legal and analytical
skills valuable in many industries including social work, policing,
legal services, research and policy positions.
Modern Greek
The study of Modern Greek language and culture provides the
key to understanding the importance of the Hellenic tradition in
western intellectual development.
Philosophy
Philosophy deals with some of the big questions about the world,
society and ourselves, and encourages thought and discussion
by presenting a range of possible answers.
Politics
Politics encompasses how groups of people conduct and
understand their public life together. Politics is the study of public
life in Australia and the rest of the world.
Psychology
Psychology is the study of human behaviour and experience
including how we learn and develop, personality and self-esteem,
thinking processes, and psychological problems.
Screen and media

Arts and Science majors
In addition to choosing an arts major, the following science majors can
also be taken:

Geography

Animal biology

Mathematics

The animal biology major involves the biology of animals,
including their classification, molecular and chemical structures,
evolution, physiology, and ecology and biodiversity.

The mathematics major provides a firm foundation in the basic
principles and techniques of modern mathematics, and an
understanding of how mathematics is applied in the social and
natural sciences.

Aquatic biology
Aquatic biology involves the biology of marine and freshwater
aquatic life: from mammals, birds and reptiles to plants and
algae.
Biochemistry and molecular biology
The biochemistry and molecular biology major explores the very
building blocks of life: from chemical structures and bonding to
proteins and DNA.
Chemistry
Chemistry affects almost everything we do or use: from drugs,
antibiotics and anaesthetics to polymers and plastics to
synthetic fibres and batteries.
Cognitive science
Cognitive science is the scientific study of the mind and its
processes in both humans and machines, including intelligence
and behaviour, perception, language, memory, attention,
reasoning, and emotion.
Computer science

Screen and media involves the study and analysis of a wide range
of screen-based media including film, television, computer games
and online media.

The computer science major provides you with a broad
background in programming, databases, networks and computer
systems, enabling you to develop technical expertise in
computers and their application.

Sociology

Ecology and evolutionary biology

Sociology studies the social institutions and processes of
contemporary society, linking the way individuals form identities
against the backdrop of society and the construction of culture.

The ecology and evolutionary biology major introduces you to
the study of living animals, plants and fungi, how they interact,
and their role in the complex ecology of life in communities.

Spanish

Environmental geology

Spanish is one of the three most widely spoken languages in the
world, one of six official languages of the UN, and an important
trading language in the Asia-Pacific.

Environmental geology applies geology or geoscience to our
living environment. The environmental geology major examines
how geological processes and hazards influence human
activities and vice versa.

Visual arts
Visual arts provides the technical, aesthetic and cultural skills to
understand and work in the arts and cultural sectors, and related
fields.
Women’s and gender studies
Women’s and gender studies addresses the broad questions
of gender in contemporary life and historically, in Australia and
globally, and how to change gendered relations of power.

Minors
The following areas are available as minors in the BA:

The geography major investigates the fundamental and dynamic
relationships between people, places and environments, and
their interconnections across time and space.

Microbiology
Microbiology is the study of microscopic organisms: from
viruses and bacteria to parasites and fungi. The microbiology
major involves the study of evolution, biodiversity, chemistry,
biostatistics and immunology.
Ocean and climate sciences
The ocean and climate sciences major provides you with a
deeper understanding of the physical processes shaping the
marine environment and influencing climate.
Plant biology
The plant biology major involves study in areas such as
Australian environmental change, diversity of plants and
algae, animal and plant physiology, conservation biology and
restoration ecology, and food biotechnology.
Physics
The physics major provides an understanding of the fundamental
laws of nature. You will develop an understanding of the broad
spectrum of known phenomena from classic and modern
science, and explore the frontiers of modern science.
Statistics
The statistics major involves the use of mathematics, data
science, biostatistics, probability and stochastic processes to
analyse and solve complex statistical problems.
Vertebrae palaeontology
The vertebrae palaeontology major involves studying the
fossils of extinct vertebrate animals, providing a specialised
understanding of palaeontology, palaeoecology and vertebrate
evolution.

Environmental hydrology and water resources
The environmental hydrology and water resources major is about
solving a diverse range of environmental and water problems.
It gives you a broad background in natural sciences including
earth sciences, environmental sciences and marine sciences.
Environmental management
Environmental management is the management of our impact
on the environment. The environmental management major aims
to prepare you with an understanding of the complexity and
contexts of environmental decision-making.

• Archaeology
• Indigenous studies

International relations

• Information technology

International relations studies global issues such as diplomacy,
foreign policy, the military, human rights, economies, trade and
international organisations.

• International affairs
• Mathematics
• Professional studies
• Sciences.

Flinders University
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FLINDERS INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Bachelor of Applied Geographical Information Systems

EXPLORE
INFINITE
POSSIBILITIES

In this degree, you’ll be taught skills to support change and
growth in areas like urban planning, mining and exploration,
archaeology, transportation, and biodiversity management. You’ll
gain the expertise to use smart technologies to tackle real-world
problems.

Bachelor of Computer Science
Bachelor of Computer Science (Honours)
Chase your passion and gain the applied skills, tools and
techniques to work as a professional software designer and
developer. This degree will give you the practical experience
required to design efficient, reliable software that meets industry
standards.

Bachelor of Computer Science (Artificial Intelligence)
New in 2020
Bachelor of Computer Science (Artificial Intelligence)
(Honours) New in 2020

With a degree in IT you could work
in areas such as medical research,
climate change, the environment and
business, or contribute to the creative
industries and the development of new
products and services.

Gain the in-demand skills to use and build systems that can
analyse data and make intelligent decisions. This degree will
prepare you to work in a world of computers that learn and
speak, analyse and advise: a world where buildings and cars
understand your needs and where even the most humble of
objects can communicate with you.

Bachelor of Information Technology
Bachelor of Information Technology (Online)
Bachelor of Information Technology (Honours)
The IT industry is an exciting innovator and helps solve problems
in business, commerce, defence, medical research, climate
change and the environment. This degree will equip you
with all the technical and practical skills for a rewarding longterm career.

Bachelor of Information Technology (Network and Cybersecurity
Systems)
Bachelor of Information Technology (Network and
Cybersecurity Systems) (Online)
Bachelor of Information Technology (Network and
Cybersecurity Systems) (Honours)
Be a power-player and build a career in our networked society.
This degree will equip you with a comprehensive understanding
of computer security, communications technology,
administration, network engineering, enterprise systems and
information networks.

Bachelor of Information Technology (Simulation and Serious
Games)
Bachelor of Information Technology (Simulation and Serious
Games) (Honours)
Unlike games designed purely for entertainment, serious games
are an important tool for modelling real-life scenarios for training,
problem solving and research in a variety of fields. Graduate
with qualifications that are in demand across a broad range
of industries.

Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences
Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences (Honours)
Mathematics is the foundation of many industries. Demand for
mathematics graduates is particularly strong in areas including
science, engineering, technology and business, and in areas as
diverse as linguistics and health.

See page 48 onwards for a full list of degrees, and information you
will need before applying, including SATAC codes, selection ranks
and more.

Bachelor of Information Technology (Digital Health Systems)
(Honours)
Begin a career designing and developing digital technologies for
a healthier world. This degree will help you learn how to develop
and implement the use of computational technologies, smart
devices and communication media to manage illness, reduce
health risks, and promote health and wellbeing.

No 1.
SA UNI

Bachelor of Information Technology (Digital Media)
Bachelor of Information Technology (Digital Media) (Honours)
Prepare yourself for a career in an ever-growing industry
that combines computer science and digital media to create
animation, computer games, computer graphics and information
visualisation as an animator/developer, digital integration
assistant, creative digital designer or developer.

No. 1 SA university in undergraduate
science and mathematics in overall
quality of educational experience,
learner engagement, learner
resources and skills development.

“Tonsley’s reputation for having state-of-the-art
equipment available was a big factor as to why Flinders
was the right choice for me.”
Samantha Browne
Bachelor of Information Technology

*QILT Student Experience Survey 2018,
public SA-founded universities only

Find out more

FLINDERS.EDU.AU/INFORMATION-TECHNOLOGY
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FLINDERS INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
AND POLITICAL SCIENCE

WASHINGTON INTERNSHIP
PROGRAM

SHAPE THE
WORLD

The Washington Internship
Program provides you with
an opportunity, unparalleled
in Australia, to experience
political life in Washington DC.

“My degree has taken me around the world,
and in 2016 I interned in Washington DC for
two months for Republican Congressman
Billy Long. I was able to grasp a better
understanding of the internal workings of
American politics. I vastly improved my
writing and research skills. I was able
to network with a variety of people and
organisations.”

BACHELOR OF
BROADEN YOUR
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS OPPORTUNITIES
AND POLITICAL SCIENCE

Explore your interests and unlock more career opportunities by
combining this degree with one of the following:

Flinders' new degree will teach you the skills to play a part in world
events, and drive political, social and economic change through
exciting careers in the public, private and not-for-profit sectors.
This degree is for students with an interest in political and
social questions that arise where they live and overseas. It is
designed to equip a new generation of change makers for a new
generation of challenges.
Study with SA’s largest group of International Relations and Political
Science experts, and gain practical experience through industry
placements and opportunities to travel to Indonesia, China, Japan,
USA, and elsewhere, including unique internship opportunities with
the US Congress (Washington) and Consulate (Melb).
Your studies could lead to a range of employment opportunities,
including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Policy analyst for business, government and NGOs
Diplomat or public service officer
Environment and climate companies, agencies and NGOs
Journalist or digital media content maker/manager
International aid or development worker
Electorate officer
Research officer, analyst or assistant
Intelligence, security or political analyst
Risk manager or public relations specialist
Education – teacher, aid, administrator
Advocacy officer/researcher in the community sector
Human resources.

The program gives you a unique insight into US
politics and appreciation of the workings of the
American political system.
As a participant in the program, you will work fulltime in the office of a member of the United States
Senate or the US House of Representatives.
During this time, you are required to develop
a research project, which will be the basis for
your assessment. The placement contributes to
the completion of your final year of study, or a
component of your honours degree.

An incredible breadth of career opportunities awaits
you in the corporate world, in the public sector or with
non-government organisations. You could work locally
for a government department or an SA-based business,
pursue a corporate career helping set international
policy, or help change the world with organisations like
Amnesty International or Projects Abroad.

New in 2020

Flinders has been sending students on this
unique seven-week placement in the US
Congress since the program’s inception
in 2000. Last year, we sent our 100th
Washington intern to Capitol Hill.

Sarah Flynn
Bachelor of International
Relations student

• Bachelor of Arts
• Bachelor of Accounting
• Bachelor of Business
• Bachelor of Business (Human Resource Management)
• Bachelor of Business (International Business)
• Bachelor of Business (Management)
• Bachelor of Business (Marketing)
• Bachelor of Finance
• Bachelor of Finance (Business Economics)
• Bachelor of Criminology
• Bachelor of Languages
• Bachelor of Laws and Legal Practice
• Bachelor of Laws and Legal Practice (Honours)
• Bachelor of Law and Society.

See page 48 onwards for a full list of degrees, and information you
will need before applying, including SATAC codes, selection ranks
and more.

Find out more

FLINDERS.EDU.AU/INTERNATIONAL-RELATIONS
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FLINDERS LANGUAGES AND CULTURE

Bachelor of Archaeology

MAKE SENSE
OF THE WORLD

South Australia’s only Bachelor of Archaeology degree will
prepare you for a wide range of jobs in museums, government,
community organisations and the cultural heritage management
industry.
Delve into the world’s rich cultural history, uncovering the links
between past, present and future societies.

Whether your interests lie in language,
media, archaeology or international
tourism, you’ll gain transferable skills
and industry experience that will help
you throughout your career and let you
explore your passions and the world
we live in.

LOVE LANGUAGE WITH A
BACHELOR OF LANGUAGES

The Bachelor of Languages gives you a higher concentration of study
in languages than any other Flinders degree.
The following languages can be taken as an extended major,
major or minor:

Bachelor of General Studies

French

Begin your journey to a successful career. Flinders' Bachelor
of General Studies is a flexible degree designed to prepare
you with communication skills, a firm grasp of ethics, and
the confidence to make connections across geographical,
disciplinary, social and cultural boundaries.

French is one of the official languages of the United Nations
and is spoken in more than 40 countries, including some of
Australia’s closest neighbours, and is one of the most widely
taught second languages in the world.

Bachelor of Languages

As Indonesia undergoes unprecedented change, studying the
Indonesian language is a vital key to understanding our region.

With the internationalisation of the job market, graduates with a
qualification in a foreign language will have greater employment
opportunities both in Australia and overseas. This degree will
help you develop the confidence, open-mindedness and cultural
understanding for careers with an international focus.

Indonesian

Italian
Italy is one of the wealthiest nations in the world, an essential
tourist destination, and a major trading partner with Australia.
Italian language is a pathway to employment.
Modern Greek

Bachelor of Media and Communication
Created to meet the needs of the constantly evolving field of
contemporary communications, this degree helps you to develop
written, visual and verbal communication skills that can be
applied to a broad range of professional and creative industries.

Bachelor of Tourism and Events
Turn your love of events and travel into a lifelong career. If you’re
fascinated by the way major events come together, or you love
the idea of a career in tourism, this degree will give you the
tourism and event development and planning skills to start your
journey, wherever it leads.

See page 48 onwards for a full list of degrees, and information you
will need before applying, including SATAC codes, selection ranks
and more.

The study of Modern Greek language and culture provides the
key to understanding the importance of the Hellenic tradition in
western intellectual development.
Spanish
Spanish is one of the three most widely spoken languages in the
world, one of six official UN languages, and an important trading
language in the Asia-Pacific.
Also available
The following languages are also available as a minor through
cross-institutional study at the University of Adelaide:
• Chinese
• German
• Japanese.

THERE’S MORE THAN
ONE WAY TO STUDY A
LANGUAGE...

In addition to the Bachelor of Languages, you can also study a
language as a major in a number of Flinders degrees or combine your
chosen degree with a Bachelor of Letters in a language.
Studying language as a major
Language major sequences are available in the following
degrees:
• Bachelor of Arts
• Bachelor of Arts – Enhanced Programs for High Achievers
• Bachelor of Business
• Bachelor of International Relations and Political Science.

Bachelor of Letters
The Bachelor of Letters in a language is normally three years
part-time in conjunction with a bachelor degree, adding one extra
year to your overall program. If you are undertaking any other
bachelor degree at Flinders – from science or psychology to
law or business – you can complete a Bachelor of Letters in a
language alongside it.

Find out more

FLINDERS.EDU.AU/LANGUAGES-CULTURE
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FLINDERS LAW

Bachelor of Laws and Legal Practice New in 2020
In Laws and Legal Practice you’ll develop an innovative and
enterprising mindset alongside the professional legal skill set
needed for a legal career today. You’ll focus on problem solving
and solution-driven thinking while mastering the high-level
communication, presentation and collaboration skills needed in
a world where emerging technologies and business models are
changing the way lawyers work.

BUILD A
CAREER FOR
THE FUTURE

Our new courses will expose students to the legal implications
of emerging technologies and how these technologies can be
used in legal practice to increase access to justice. Students
will explore the relationship between Indigenous peoples in
Australia and national and international public legal systems,
while also gaining an understanding of international issues and
the importance of intercultural awareness, and to how to respond
to jurisdictions beyond the Australian legal system.

Bachelor of Law and Society (Law Pathway)

Industry leaders. Government advisers.
Promoters of global change. Advocates
of justice and human rights. As a legal
professional, you’ll have the opportunity to
find a fulfilling career and make your mark.
As the world changes, the law changes with
it. At Flinders Law, we're preparing a new
generation of legal professionals to meet
the exciting challenges and opportunities
tomorrow will bring. Future focused,
outcomes driven, a Flinders Law degree
will give you the critical thinking skills to
succeed in a profession where the brightest
minds are needed now more than ever.

If you didn’t gain entry into the Bachelor of Laws and Legal
Practice at Flinders, the Bachelor of Law and Society (Law
Pathway) is available to give you a foot in the door. This pathway
lets you study first-year law topics, preparing you to transfer to
the Bachelor of Laws and Legal Practice and receive some credit
towards the degree.

See page 48 onwards for a full list of degrees, and information you
will need before applying, including SATAC codes, selection ranks
and more.

A COMBINED DEGREE
WILL BROADEN YOUR
OPPORTUNITIES
Bachelor of Laws and Legal Practice/Bachelor of International
Relations
A laws and legal practice degree from Flinders satisfies
the academic and practical requirements to practise law in
South Australia. Combining these studies with a Bachelor of
International Relations opens the door to a multitude of careers
in international organisations, aid and human rights, government,
transnational crime, terrorism, and non-government organisations.

Bachelor of Laws and Legal Practice/Bachelor of Criminology
Develop the professional legal skills to prepare you for a job in
the legal profession and gain an understanding of how justice
and society influence each other. The combination prepares you
for a broad range of careers in law, government, leadership and
educational settings.

Bachelor of Psychological Science/Bachelor of Criminology
Explore the intersection between psychology, the criminal
justice system and the psychological factors underlying criminal
behaviour by studying the Bachelor of Criminology combined
with the Bachelor of Psychological Science. With further study,
you will be able to apply for registration as a psychologist, and
will be well placed for a future career in forensic psychology.

“Throughout my degree I have been developing a 21st
Century mindset, as we are taught to think critically,
creatively and ‘outside the box’. In many of my
assignments and exams, I have had to apply existing law
to new, emerging issues and make arguments that have
not been made before.”

No 1.
SA UNI

for teaching quality, learning
engagement and student support.

Brayden Mann
Bachelor of Laws and Legal Practice

QILT Student Experience Survey 2018,
public SA-founded universities only

Find out more

FLINDERS.EDU.AU/LAW
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FLINDERS MEDICINE

Bachelor of Clinical Science/Doctor of Medicine (Flinders
University, Adelaide)
Bachelor of Clinical Science/Doctor of Medicine (Charles
Darwin University/Flinders University, Darwin)

WORK FOR
THE GREATER
GOOD

This double degree program enables school leavers without
an undergraduate degree* to pursue a career in medicine. The
program provides a high standard of academic, clinical and
professional medical training to equip graduates with the skills
necessary to take up positions as hospital interns and thereby
qualify for medical registration in Australia.
*Applicants for the double degree in Adelaide must not have a
record of study at a higher education level. Applicants for the
CDU/Flinders double degree in Darwin may have completed up
to one year of higher education study.
Rural and remote sub-quotas
An annual sub-quota is available for applicants from rural
and remote areas. To be considered for the rural and remote
sub-quota applicants must apply to SATAC in the normal way.

Have a profound impact on the health
of the people around you. Medical
practitioners are in high demand, and
with a wide variety of opportunities,
you could work towards a career in
private practice, or in hospitals and
medical centres across Australia.

Indigenous sub-quotas
An annual sub-quota of up to five places is available for
Indigenous applicants. Such applicants are required to apply in
the normal way. It is expected that applicants will need to achieve
an ATAR of 90 or above (after the addition of eligible adjustment
factors) to be considered a place in this sub-quota.
More information: flinders.edu.au/study/courses/
bachelor-clinical-sciences-doctor-medicine

There’s more than one way to get into the Flinders Doctor
of Medicine
We need to ensure that people from all walks of life have an
opportunity to study medicine. That’s why Flinders offers a range
of admission pathways that enable you to enter a medical degree,
whatever your background.
Undergraduate entry pathway
If you have completed Year 12 and wish to study medicine in
Adelaide or the Northern Territory*, you can apply for admission
to a double degree pathway which enables you to enter Flinders’
medical program without having to complete a separate
undergraduate degree first.
This pathway enables you to complete a Bachelor of Clinical Sciences
combined with the Doctor of Medicine (MD) in just six years.
Graduate-entry pathway
Flinders University offers graduate entry to the MD in Adelaide and
the Northern Territory*, providing an alternative to the traditional
pathway from secondary school to an undergraduate medical
course. The four-year program enables you to graduate with a
medical qualification that is comparable to a six-year undergraduate
program.
* If studying in the NT, the Bachelor of Clinical Sciences is
delivered by Charles Darwin University, and the MD is delivered by
Flinders University.
Flinders graduate sub-quotas

Doctor of Medicine
Graduate well prepared for the challenges of internship and
future professional training.
The Flinders Doctor of Medicine (MD) is the cornerstone of the
University’s dynamic and highly regarded medical program. The
MD delivers outstanding clinical and academic training, and
draws on the innovation and excellence that characterises the
University’s medical program.

See page 48 onwards for a full list of degrees, and information you
will need before applying, including SATAC codes, selection ranks
and more.

FIVE
STARS

Up to 75 per cent of places in the Doctor of Medicine are
reserved for those who hold Flinders qualifications and meet the
admission requirements. This specifically includes places for up
to 25 graduates of the Bachelor of Health Sciences, Bachelor of
Medical Science, Bachelor of Paramedic Science, and the medical
biotechnology stream of the Bachelor of Science (Biotechnology).
The remaining places are available for applicants who hold any
Flinders qualifications.

Sub-quotas
Indigenous applicants
A key priority of the Northern Territory and Commonwealth
governments is to increase the participation of Indigenous people
in medical training. Flinders University’s Indigenous Entry Stream
is available to Indigenous graduates who wish to study medicine
either in Adelaide or in the Northern Territory. For this stream, you
may apply directly to Flinders University for graduate entry to the
Doctor of Medicine without having to sit the Graduate Medical
School Admissions Test.
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander applicants are encouraged to
contact the Yunggorendi Student Engagement office on
08 8201 3033 or yunggorendi@flinders.edu.au to discuss
applications.
Rural applicants

for student satisfaction with learning
resources in Medicine, the highest in
the country.
“I love that Medicine at Flinders is very hands-on.
The great amount of support we receive and the small
class sizes allow our learning to be much more student
focused, collaborative and easy to comprehend."

The Good Universities Guide 2019, public SA-founded
universities only

Sydney Ma
Bachelor of Clinical Sciences / Doctor of Medicine

Find out more

FLINDERS.EDU.AU/MEDICINE
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Consistent with Flinders University’s commitment to improve the
health of those in rural and remote areas, at least 28 per cent of
Commonwealth supported places for graduate entry to the MD
are reserved for students who come from a rural background. This
includes a sub-quota of up to 24 places available each year for
students from rural communities who apply to undertake the entire
third year of the MD in one of four rural locations.
Northern Territory applicants
Flinders University, in partnership with Charles Darwin University,
offers undergraduate and graduate entry to the Flinders Doctor of
Medicine in Darwin through the Northern Territory Medical Program
(NTMP). Whether you are a school leaver or university graduate in
the Territory, the NTMP allows you to undertake your entire medical
training in the Northern Territory. Places are only available to
Australian citizens and permanent residents.
More information: flinders.edu.au/study/health/ruralremote-sub-quotas
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FLINDERS NURSING AND MIDWIFERY

Bachelor of Midwifery (Pre-registration)

A CAREER
FOR LIFE

Take the first steps towards a rewarding career providing high
quality, safe and effective woman-centred care. With a focus on
the principles of primary health care and continuity of care, you
will develop an understanding of various midwifery models to
enable you to apply theory and skills in your daily practice.

We understand that everyone is different, so in addition to the
Bachelor of Nursing (Pre-registration) and Bachelor of Midwifery
(Pre-registration), people from a range of different educational
backgrounds are able to study and gain registration as a practising
nurse or midwife via the following pathways.

Bachelor of Nursing (Pre-registration) Adelaide

Nursing pathways

Bachelor of Nursing (Pre-registration) Riverland

The following nursing pathways are available depending on your
prior nursing experience. They are only offered to students at the
Bedford Park campus.

In this degree, your studies will cover the fundamental
requirements to be eligible to apply for registration as a
practising nurse with the Nursing and Midwifery Board of
Australia. You’ll also have the option to undertake your studies at
Flinders Bedford Park, or our rural campus in the Riverland.

Start each day knowing that your work
will change the lives of those around
you. Apart from being personally
rewarding, a career in nursing and
midwifery is in one of Australia’s
largest and fastest growing industries.
Health Care and Social Assistance
is projected to have the strongest
employment growth of any industry
through to May 2022*.

FIND YOUR OWN PATH

See page 48 onwards for a full list of degrees, and information you
will need before applying, including SATAC codes, selection ranks
and more.

Bachelor of Nursing (Graduate Entry)
This is a fast-tracked pathway for graduates with a degree in an
academic area other than nursing who would like to become
eligible for registration as a nurse with the Nursing and Midwifery
Board of Australia.
Bachelor of Nursing (Re-entry)
A pathway for candidates with prior Australian nursing
registration who are no longer eligible to hold a current practising
certificate and who are required by the Australian Health
Practitioners Regulation Agency to complete a re-entry course to
rejoin the nursing workforce as registered nurses.
Diploma of Nursing (TAFE/VET)
Candidates who have completed a recognised Diploma of
Nursing within the past 6 years are eligible for entry to the
Bachelor of Nursing with equivalent to 1 year (36 units) of credit.
Bachelor of Midwifery (Registered Nurse Entry)
This is a pathway for candidates who are graduates of a nursing
degree and/or hold a current practising certificate as a registered
nurse who would like to become eligible to register with the
Nursing and Midwifery Board of Australia as a registered
midwife.

* Australian Jobs 2018. Department of Jobs & Small Business.

“What do I love about nursing? Someone asked me
this the other day. I think that I love being able to do
something for people… helping people.

STUDY
FOR SUCCESS

I feel like I’m on the right track, and by the time I
graduate I’ll have all the skills, physical and mental,
to take on the job. It’s more than just books in this
degree… it’s a very hands-on career.”
Sheridan Golding
Bachelor of Nursing (Pre-registration)

Flinders is internationally recognised
for being at the forefront of nursing and
midwifery education. We are rated as one
of the top 100 universities in the world for
nursing*.

BROADEN YOUR
OPPORTUNITIES

Explore your interests and unlock more career opportunities by
combining degrees.
Combining your degree with a qualification in another discipline
will help you develop specialised abilities to stand out from
the pack. Studying a combined degree at Flinders is the key to
enhancing your career opportunities.
Find out about combining these qualifications:
• Bachelor of Letters (Health) Ageing
• Bachelor of Letters (Health) Disability
• Bachelor of Letters (Health) Health Education/Promotion
• Bachelor of Letters (Health) Nutrition.
The Bachelor of Letters is designed to provide you with an
avenue to pursue your passions and gain skills that will make you
more employable by undertaking a second study area in addition
to your primary Flinders degree, or existing bachelor degree.

*QS World University Rankings by Subject 2018

Find out more

FLINDERS.EDU.AU/NURSING
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FLINDERS PSYCHOLOGY

Bachelor of Behavioural Science (Psychology)

UNLOCK
HUMAN
POTENTIAL

Combine a psychology major with a second major in a range of
disciplines concerned with human behaviour and development.
Graduate with essential knowledge and skills required for further
study to practise as a registered psychologist.

Bachelor of Psychological Science
Undertake an extensive range of key subjects and a pathway that
could lead you to a career practising psychology. This degree
covers fields such as personality; emotion; development; social,
cultural and biological influences; and mental health.

Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)
Follow your passions in this degree and graduate career ready
with high-level training in professional, practical and academic
areas. Study in applied, social, clinical, neurological and
developmental psychology.

Worldwide, there is a growing
awareness of our need to understand
human psychology and mental health.
The pressures of 21st century living
are driving a need for graduates who
can assess, advise and help solve
some of the human problems that
affect how we live and function.
From working with autism and sleep
disorders to conducting research on
social justice or industrial relations,
the field of psychology is wide, and
skilled graduates are in high demand.

Bachelor of Psychological Studies (Graduate Entry)
A nationally accredited psychology major is available to students
who have already completed a degree in any discipline, with the
Bachelor of Psychological Studies (Graduate Entry). This degree
will enhance your understanding of human behaviour to pursue
further studies in psychology.

See page 48 onwards for a full list of degrees, and information you
will need before applying, including SATAC codes, selection ranks and
more.

A COMBINED DEGREE
WILL BROADEN YOUR
OPPORTUNITIES
Bachelor of Behavioural Science (Psychology)/Bachelor of
Computer Science
Provides you with the opportunity to link the disciplines of
psychology and computer science, and the management of data.

Bachelor of Behavioural Science (Psychology)/Bachelor of
Science (Animal Behaviour)
Through the study of both human and animal behaviour, you will
learn how we learn, think and interact with others, what motivates
our actions, and the role that personality plays in behaviour.

Bachelor of Criminology (Honours)/Bachelor of Psychological
Science
Provides you with a comprehensive education in psychology
combined with criminal behaviour, crime prevention and
responses to crime.

Bachelor of Laws and Legal Practice/Bachelor of Behavioural
Science (Psychology)
Prepares you for occupations where law and psychology
interact. You will develop an understanding of human behaviour,
motivation, relationships, communication and cognitive
processes.

Bachelor of Psychological Science/Bachelor of Business
(Human Resource Management)
To manage an organisation effectively, you need to understand
its people. The Bachelor of Psychological Science/Bachelor of
Business (Human Resource Management) helps you to develop
an understanding of psychology and apply it to human resource
management.

Bachelor of Psychological Science/Bachelor of Business
(Marketing)

No 1.
SA UNI

“Studying Psychology at Flinders has been one of the
best decisions I have ever made. From the friends you
make in tutorials, to the lecturers and academics who
guide you through your journey, I have received nothing
but unconditional support from everybody I have met
at Flinders. Flinders is definitely the best choice for
anybody interested in pursuing a career in Psychology.”

No. 1 SA university in psychology
for learning resources and
starting salary.
The Good Universities Guide 2019, public
SA-founded universities only.

The combined Bachelor of Psychological Science/Bachelor
of Business (Marketing) provides the opportunity to link the
psychology of marketing with consumer buying behaviour.

Bachelor of Psychological Science/Bachelor of Sport, Health
and Physical Activity
Prepares you for sport and physical activity careers, and gives
you a strong knowledge base in psychology combined with
health, tourism, nutrition, disability and business.

Ksenia Zinoviev
Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)

Find out more

FLINDERS.EDU.AU/PSYCHOLOGY
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FLINDERS SCIENCE

EXPLORE THE
UNKNOWN

Bachelor of Applied Geographical Information Systems

Bachelor of Science (Coasts and Oceans)

Create a career mapping the complexity of our world. In this
degree, you’ll be taught skills to support change and growth in
areas like urban planning, mining and exploration, archaeology,
transportation, and biodiversity management. You’ll gain
the expertise to use smart technologies to tackle real-world
problems.

Build a career helping us understand and manage our marine and
ocean systems.

Bachelor of Science
Study towards a career exploring science from its core to the
outer limits. You don’t need a science background to start a
career in science, you just need an inquiring mind. This degree
will equip you with crucial transferable skills in problem solving,
communication, teamwork and computing.

A career in science can quite literally
change the world. You could play
a part in making new discoveries,
helping us understand some of the
deepest questions about who and
what we are, and how our universe
works. From government departments
to environmental organisations and
private industry, you can pursue your
passion and build a rewarding future.

Bachelor of Science (Honours) – Enhanced Program for High
Achievers
Discover where science can take you and where you can take
science. If you’re a student of exceptional academic ability,
this enhanced program provides opportunities to embark upon
research in every year of the degree.

Bachelor of Science (Animal Behaviour)

Bachelor of Science (Energy and Advanced Materials)
This degree prepares you to understand physics and materials at
a deeper level, apply scientific principles in a materials context,
appreciate experiment design and execution, and use scientific
instruments commonly used in physics and materials.

Bachelor of Science (Environmental Science)
Combine science disciplines to create a career tackling
environmental challenges. This degree focuses on
understanding, monitoring and improving the environment.
Expand your knowledge, obtain skills, and learn critical thinking
about environmental issues and problems.

Bachelor of Science (Forensic and Analytical Science)

Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Animal Behaviour)

Work towards a fascinating career using chemistry to analyse
details and solve big problems.

Become a scientist by learning about the behaviour of insects,
birds, fishes, and mammals. Throughout this degree, experts
in animal behaviour will teach you how to collect, analyse, and
understand information relevant to animal behaviour.

Forensic and analytical chemistry combines the practices of
analytical chemistry and forensic investigation. Forensic biology
uses aspects of life sciences to examine biological material in a
forensic context.

Bachelor of Science (Biodiversity and Conservation)

Bachelor of Science (Geography)

Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Biodiversity and
Conservation)

Geography graduates have skills and attributes that make
them highly employable in a great variety of fields in Australia
and overseas. You’ll gain a broad foundation in geography, in a
degree offering a powerful mix of skills to solve a range of realworld problems.

Help reduce our environmental impact and plan wisely for the
future. Develop the knowledge and skills to analyse and interpret
the impacts of key environmental drivers such as habitat
destruction, changing climates and invasive species.

RATED
No 1.

Across this degree you’ll be introduced to the use of coasts and
oceans as resources and a variety of management and policy
interventions, with the opportunity to participate in project work
and field exercises.

Bachelor of Science (Hydrology)
Bachelor of Science (Biotechnology)
Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Biotechnology)
Graduate prepared to work as a professional in one of the most
exciting areas of modern science by combining theory and
specialised practical training in the life sciences with the study
of related business, legal, ethical and social issues.

In South Australia in undergraduate
science and mathematics in overall
quality of educational experience,
learner engagement, learner resources
and skills development.

Bachelor of Science (Chemical Sciences)
Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Chemical Sciences)

QILT Student Experience Survey 2018, public SA-founded
universities only

Gain a broad-based foundation in chemistry, acquire extensive
knowledge in the area, and graduate job-ready. You’ll learn how
to understand and apply chemical principles to solve problems,
master lab techniques and equipment, undertake chemistry
research and communicate your findings.

Work towards a career investigating the science of water
movement in the atmosphere, surface systems and aquifers. The
degree includes aspects such as water quality, ecological water
requirements, field and computer-based methods of investigation,
and management practices.

Bachelor of Science (Marine Biology)
The degree provides you with the ability to acquire extensive
knowledge in marine biodiversity, ecology, genetics,
conservation, fisheries and related areas. Learn from
internationally eminent marine biologists and oceanographers
undertaking world-class research on current issues in marine
science.

Find out more

FLINDERS.EDU.AU/SCIENCE
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Bachelor of Science (Marine Biology and Aquaculture)

You may also be interested in...

Combine studies in aquacultural production technologies and
business skills with scientific study of the diversity of life in the
sea. This double specialisation will equip you to take up positions
in either the research or applied science sectors.

Bachelor of Arts and Science

Bachelor of Science (Molecular Biosciences)
Gain a broad foundation in molecular bioscience together with
extensive subject knowledge in specialised topics such as
molecular biology, biochemistry and microbiology. Graduate jobready with a diverse set of laboratory skills that can be applied to
many of today’s most crucial scientific problems.

Bachelor of Science (Nanotechnology)

FLINDERS SOCIAL WORK

Gain a sound understanding of both the arts and the sciences.
This degree provides the broadest range of disciplinary and
interdisciplinary studies from across the University, with
majors available from creative arts, humanities, law, science,
mathematics, computing, and social and behavioural sciences.

Bachelor of Health Sciences/Graduate Diploma in
Environmental Health Practice
Qualify to practise as an environmental health officer and develop
the knowledge required to promote community understanding
of environmental health issues. The degree prepares you to
integrate the many disciplines that make up environmental health,
including public health, to improve the health of communities.

Equip yourself to be part of the exciting world of nanotechnology.
The degree provides you with a background in physics, chemistry
and biology, complemented by insights into business, enterprise
management, commerce, and legal issues such as intellectual
property.

Bachelor of Science (Palaeontology)
Turn your passion into a career with Australia’s only
palaeontology degree. This degree will provide you with the
toolset necessary for palaeontological careers anywhere in the
world, whether your interests include working in a museum,
evolutionary studies, fieldwork, ecological/environmental
research, teaching or science communication.

Bachelor of Science (Physics)
Gain a solid foundation in physics and mathematics, and acquire
extensive knowledge in the area. You will learn to understand
physics at a deeper level, apply scientific principles in a physics
context, and understand the role of physics in society.

Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences
Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences (Honours)
Mathematics is the foundation of many industries. Demand for
mathematics graduates is particularly strong in areas including
science, engineering, technology and business, and in areas as
diverse as linguistics and health.

See page 48 onwards for a full list of degrees, and information you
will need before applying, including SATAC codes, selection ranks
and more.

“Choosing Flinders gave me an opportunity to study
forensics in a broad way by covering laboratory vs field
options and biological vs chemical forensics for future
pathways. I feel confident knowing that my teaching
staff have my best interest at heart and I can meet with
them if I have any questions to gain clarity in lecture
and assessment content. This ensures my own goals are
met and I get the best outcome for my end of semester
results. The campus has beautifully set up study areas
that were designed around human interaction that
people can immediately feel comfortable in. Flinders
fulfills all my expectations and checks all my boxes.”
Gabrielle Ziersch
Bachelor of Science
(Forensic and Analytical Science)

BE THE
CHANGE

The work you do could help individuals
and foster a greater sense of
understanding and respect in our
community. Your career could see
you working in child protection or
with older people. You could become
a disability advocate or a drug and
alcohol counsellor.

BACHELOR OF SOCIAL WORK
This degree qualifies you to work as a social worker in a
wide range of health and social welfare services. It combines
traditional social work skills with the broader issues of social
policy and planning. You’ll graduate prepared for careers in
government and non-government sectors in largely project and
policy-based positions.

See page 48 onwards for a full list of degrees, and information you
will need before applying, including SATAC codes, selection ranks
and more.

HIGHLY
RATED

in social work for overall quality of
educational experience, teaching
quality and student support.
QILT Student Experience Survey 2018

Find out more
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FLINDERS SPORT

Bachelor of Education (Secondary)/Bachelor of Health
Sciences

MAKE
SPORT YOUR
BUSINESS

Enhance your secondary teaching with a health sciences
specialisation, including a major in physical education. This
degree is taken as a double degree with a Bachelor of Health
Sciences, and will give you the knowledge and skills required to
register as a PE teacher in secondary school.

Bachelor of Exercise Science
Build a career improving lives through fitness. You’ll undertake
study in the basic medical sciences such as human physiology,
anatomy, psychology and pathology, and graduate prepared for a
career in the evolving field of exercise science.

Bachelor of Exercise Science/Master of Clinical Exercise
Physiology

A COMBINED DEGREE
WILL BROADEN YOUR
OPPORTUNITIES
Combining your degree with a qualification in another discipline
will help you to stand out from the pack. Our combined degrees
provide the perfect pathway to take a passion for sport into
a professional role. Teaming a range of sports sciences with
specialised knowledge, a combined degree in sport at Flinders
broadens your options while sharpening your skills.
Find out about combining these qualifications:

Bachelor of Sport, Health and Physical Activity/Bachelor of
Media and Communication
Combine your sport studies with communication and
professional writing.

Accelerate your career with this pathway to a masters in clinical
exercise physiology. If you’re a high-achieving student, you can
progress from an exercise science degree to a masters degree
through this five-year degree combination.

Bachelor of Sport, Health and Physical Activity/Bachelor of
Business (Marketing)

Bachelor of Health Sciences (Principles of Physiotherapy)/
Master of Physiotherapy

Enhance your career prospects by combining your interests in
sport and marketing.

Work in a field that helps maximise movement in people of all
ages. From sports injuries to helping the aged maintain mobility,
this degree will give you the skills and knowledge you’ll need to
become registered and work as a physiotherapist.

Bachelor of Sport, Health and Physical Activity (Outdoor
Education)/Bachelor of Business (Marketing)

Bachelor of Sport, Health and Physical Activity/Bachelor of
Business (Management)
Work towards a career in the business side of sport.

Bachelor of Sport, Health and Physical Activity
This degree will see you graduate with the skills to become an
effective professional in sport and physical activity careers,
and give you a wide knowledge base in areas including health,
tourism, nutrition, disability and business.

Bachelor of Sport, Health and Physical Activity (Outdoor
Education)
There are a broad range of employment opportunities in the sport
development, sport coaching, leisure, health, outdoor education
and recreation, sport and event management industries. This
degree will help prepare you for a career based around an
outdoor lifestyle.

Bachelor of Sport, Health and Physical Activity/Bachelor of
Psychological Science
Combine your sport studies with psychological science.

Bachelor of Letters (Sports Performance Coaching) (Graduate
Entry)
Study a Bachelor of Letters in combination with your degree, or
as a standalone graduate-entry degree and learn the principles of
sport coaching.

See page 48 onwards for a full list of degrees, and information you will
need before applying, including SATAC codes, selection ranks
and more.

Australia’s sports industry is thriving. According to the Australian
Government’s Job Outlook statistics*, future jobs growth for
sportspersons is strong, and very strong for sports coaches,
instructors and officials. If you have a passion for sport,
your studies could lead to a long-term, rewarding career.
* joboutlook.gov.au (accessed 16/4/18)

Find out more
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GET MORE OUT OF
YOUR DEGREE

WE’RE HERE TO HELP

Combine your study with another area to give you
more expertise and expand your career prospects.

Starting at university is a big step; let’s make it easier.

Whatever you decide to study at Flinders,
we’re always here to help you succeed.
Transition to university

Combined degrees
A combined degree is a combination of two Flinders bachelor
degrees. As a combined degree graduate you will have two
qualifications in just one to one-and-a-half years of extra study.
Our combined degree programs are designed to enhance
your educational, academic and professional qualifications
while minimising the cost and length of your studies. Flinders’
combined degrees allow you to undertake in-depth study in
exciting combinations that aren’t usually available in single
degrees.
Many graduates believe that a combined degree gives them an
advantage for employment.
Go to the course index of degrees on page 48 to see the
combinations available with each degree.

Bachelor of Letters
The Bachelor of Letters is available to study alongside any
degree at Flinders and enables you to graduate with two
qualifications.
The Bachelor of Letters is available in the following disciplines:
• Creative writing

The Transition Office can help make your shift
into university study as smooth as possible, and
the Student Learning Centre provides a range of
services from writing and mathematics support to
assistance with study and time-management skills.

Careers & Employability Service
The Careers and Employability Service helps give
you the edge in your career
CareerHub, our online employment portal, is more
than a service to help you prepare for and find the
job you want. It offers personalised job opportunities,
career planning, programs to help you broaden your
skills and experience, access to employer events and
career-related resources.
Whatever you are studying, CareerHub can help you
find your direction and start your career.

Work-Integrated Learning
Work-Integrated Learning (WIL) enables you to gain
work experience while you study.

INNOVATION &
ENTERPRISE
Careers are evolving and the
workplace of the future will look very
different from today.
That’s why we offer a suite of innovation and
enterprise electives and courses to prepare
you for the careers of tomorrow. Powered
by Flinders’ New Venture Institute, these
electives will help you to develop the ‘personal
enterprise skills’ that employers are looking
for, and equip you with the ability to adapt to
whatever life throws at you, personally and
professionally.
Find out more:
flinders.edu.au/innovation

Flinders aims to provide each and every student with
access to a WIL opportunity during their studies
through placements, practicums, field studies,
and simulated workplace settings and assessment
activities.

• Criminology (online)
• English
• French
• Health
• Indonesian

Scholarships

• Innovation and enterprise

Flinders University offers over 550 undergraduate
scholarships, worth $2.2M in total.

• Italian
• Mathematics

A generous range of scholarships is available to new
and continuing undergraduate students.

• Modern Greek
• Spanish

Flinders Connect

• Sports performance coaching
The Bachelor of Letters is normally undertaken part-time over
three years to allow concurrent study with your primary bachelor
degree, adding one year to your overall study program.

Flinders Connect can help with everything from
enrolment and fees to exams and graduation.
You can also access Flinders Connect for specialist
services in admissions, careers and IT help. A range
of support services is also available.

Flinders University Student Association
Flinders has a long history of active student
involvement.
The Flinders University Student Association (FUSA)
continues that tradition, and represents the rights
and interests of students. FUSA manages social
events, non-sporting clubs and societies, the student
publication Empire Times, and helps with academic,
administrative and welfare issues.

Students at Flinders Bedford Park campus
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HOW DO I APPLY?

Applicants need to apply through the South Australian Tertiary Admissions Centre (SATAC): satac.edu.au
To find out more about your admission pathways to Flinders, visit: flinders.edu.au/pathways
ADMISSION PATHWAYS

TAFE SA dual offers

At Flinders we recognise that every prospective student is an
individual and that what works for one might not be right for
another.

You can apply for a TAFE SA#
diploma or advanced diploma
that is linked to a Flinders degree.
You’ll receive an offer to both TAFE
SA and Flinders University and, on
successful completion of the TAFE
course, you’ll have secured an
offer for a Flinders degree. TAFE
SA dual offers are available for a
range of Flinders degrees.# TAFE
SA RTO Code: 41026.

That’s why we provide various admission pathways into Flinders
University and your preferred degree. You’re encouraged to explore
your options and find the entry path that’s right for you.
Year 12 entry
The majority of Year 12 applicants enter university via the traditional
competitive entry method, where offers are made to eligible applicants
with the highest selection rank until all places in the degree are filled.
Your selection rank is used by Flinders to assess your admission to
a course, and is based on your ATAR plus any adjustment factors for
which you are eligible. The 2018 selection rank shown for each degree
indicates the lowest rank for which an offer was made to an applicant in
that degree for that year (including any adjustment factors). It is provided
only as a guide for 2020 entry as it may change from year to year.
Adjustment factors
Adjustment factors (formerly referred to as bonus points) may be
used in combination with your ATAR to derive your course selection
rank. Adjustment factors may be available for South Australian
Year 12 students applying for entry to Flinders in 2020: the SA
Universities Equity Scheme (UES) and the SA Language, Literacy
and Mathematics Bonus Scheme (LLM).
Guaranteed entry selection rank
Achieve a selection rank equal to or above the published guaranteed entry
selection rank and you’ll be guaranteed a place at Flinders. All you need to
do is ensure you have listed Flinders degrees first in your preferences and
you will be offered a place in the highest Flinders degree preference that
you are eligible for in 2020.
uniTEST
If you’re a school leaver, uniTEST is your chance to increase your
options to gain a place in your preferred degree. uniTEST is designed
for school leavers and complements existing selection criteria by
enhancing your overall selection rank.

THIS IS FLINDERS

Flinders’ huge main campus features an award-winning
Hub and Plaza, with retail, food outlets and a state-ofthe-art sport and fitness centre.

Open 24/7, the award-winning Hub and Plaza brings the best of coffee
and street food culture to the heart of the Bedford Park campus, with
retail options, innovative study spaces and free wi-fi access.
Food & Drink

You’ll never go hungry at Bedford Park, with a wide variety of food outlets.
Retail

Bedford Park features a range of retail outlets.

Bedford Park skyline

GLENELG &
BEACH
(11 mins)

Adult entry
The adult entry scheme enables
people aged 18 years and over to
apply to study at Flinders via the
Special Tertiary Admissions Test
(STAT). Applications are made via
SATAC.

Student Hub & Plaza

MARION SHOPPING
CENTRE (11 mins)

Flinders’ Tonsley campus;
a $120m centre of innovation

Flinders Victoria Square is within
walking distance of restaurants, cafés
and public transport

ADELAIDE CBD
(23 mins)

Tertiary transfer
If you have completed at least one
semester of full-time equivalent
study at university, you may be
able to transfer to study at Flinders
University using your grade point
average (GPA).
WHEN CAN I START?
Flinders offers two admissions
cycles each year for
undergraduate degrees.
Semester 1 – February start.
Applications open in August for
commencement the following year.

Flinders UniLeap

Semester 2* – July start. Midyear applications open in August
for commencement in July the
following year.

Flinders UniLeap can help you qualify for entry into a Flinders
University degree in four weeks. It’s a free intensive four-week
program that has been designed for school leavers, to develop their
independent learning skills and prepare them for university study.

*Not all degrees are offered for
semester 2 entry. Check our
midyear site for details:
flinders.edu.au/midyear

Key

Foundation Studies
The Foundation Studies program has been designed to introduce
you to university study in a supportive learning environment. Open to
people from all backgrounds, Foundation Studies provides a pathway
to gain entry to most degrees at Flinders and offers guaranteed entry
into some degrees.

Student Hub & Plaza
Sturt Campus
Victoria Square
Tonsley

TAFElink

Flinders Medical Centre

Flinders offers guaranteed entry to selected degrees for applicants
who have completed a TAFE/VET certificate IV or higher-level
qualification, as long as degree prerequisites are met. Importantly,
your TAFE/VET qualification does not need to be related to your
selected area of study at Flinders.

Flinders Living
Central Library
Playing fields
Bedford Park and Tonsley campus
Loop buses
Flinders Campus loop: 16 minutes
Tonsley loop to Bedford Park: 15 minutes
Tonsley train line (50 minutes to CBD)
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DEGREES
The following pages provide a full listing of the undergraduate degree programs available at Flinders and the
information you will need before applying, including SATAC codes, selection ranks and more.
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Bachelor of Banking and Finance

244021

3

Yes

Bachelor of Business
Bachelor of Business (Online)
Bachelor of Business (Human Resource
Management)
Bachelor of Business (Innovation and Enterprise)
Bachelor of Business (International Business)
Bachelor of Business (International Business)
(Online)
Bachelor of Business (Management)
Bachelor of Business (Management) (Online)
Bachelor of Business (Marketing)
Bachelor of Business (Marketing) (Online)
Bachelor of Business (Sports Management)

214761
274015
224401

3
3
3

234901
224411
274045

None

75

Dip or above

Yes

None

EDUCATION

75

Dip or above

Yes

None

Yes
Yes
Yes

70
70
75

Cert IV or above
Cert IV or above
Cert IV or above

Yes
Yes
Yes

None
None
None

3
3
3

Yes
Yes
Yes

65
65
65

75
75
75

Cert IV or above
Cert IV or above
Cert IV or above

Yes
Yes
Yes

None
None
None

224361
274025
224371
274035
244041

3
3
3
3
3

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

75
75
75
75
75

Cert IV or above
Cert IV or above
Cert IV or above
Cert IV or above
Cert IV or above

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

None
None
None
None
None

Bachelor of Business (Supply Chain Management)

244051

3

Yes

75

Cert IV or above

Yes

None

Bachelor of Business Economics

244061

3

Yes

75

Dip or above

Yes

None

Bachelor of Commerce
Bachelor of Finance

234201
244091

3
3

Yes
Yes

70
75

Cert IV or above
Dip or above

Yes
Yes

None
None

Bachelor of Finance and Business Economics

244101

3

Yes

65
65
65
65
New in
2020
New in
2019
New in
2020
65
New in
2020
New in
2020

75

Dip or above

Yes

None

SELECTION
RANK

Yes
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234661
234941
234641

3
4
3

Yes
Yes
Yes

65
90
60

75
95
70

Cert IV or above
Adv Dip or above
Cert IV or above

Yes
Yes
Yes

None
None
None

234141
234671
234111

1
1
5

Yes
Yes
Yes

60
60
60

70
70
70

Cert IV or above
Cert IV or above
Cert IV or above

Yes
Yes
Yes

234121

5

Yes

60

70

Cert IV or above

Yes

234741

5

Yes

90

95

Adv Dip or above

Yes

234751
234761
224021

5
5
4

Yes
Yes
Yes

90
90
70

95
95
80

Adv Dip or above
Adv Dip or above
Adv Dip or above

Yes
Yes
Yes

214751

4

Yes

70

80

Adv Dip or above

Yes

244081

4

Yes

80

Adv Dip or above

Yes

224031

4

Yes

New in
2020
70

80

Adv Dip or above

Yes

214971
234061

4
4

Yes
Yes

70
70

85
80

Adv Dip or above
Adv Dip or above

Yes
Yes

244171

4

Yes

80

Adv Dip or above

Yes

234681
234691

4
4

Yes
Yes

New in
2020
70
70

80
90

Adv Dip or above
Adv Dip or above

Yes
Yes

224541

4

Yes

70

80

Adv Dip or above

Yes

234701

4

Yes

70

80

Adv Dip or above

Yes

234711

4

Yes

70

80

Adv Dip or above

Yes

234771

5

Yes

90

95

Adv Dip or above

Yes

234791

5

Yes

90

95

Adv Dip or above

Yes

234781

5

Yes

90

95

Adv Dip or above

Yes

224771
224781
224861

3
4
5

Yes
Yes
Yes

70
75
95

75
80
95

Cert IV or above
Dip or above
N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes

224791
234081

4
4

Yes
Yes

75
75

80
80

Dip or above
Dip or above

Yes
Yes

224811
224821
234931
234591
224831
224871

4
4
1
4
4
5

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

75
75
75
75
75
95

80
80
80
80
80
95

Dip or above
Dip or above
Dip or above
Dip or above
Dip or above
N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

224841
224891

4
5

Yes
Yes

75
95

80
95

Dip or above
N/A

Yes
Yes

224851
214811
224631
224641

4
3
3
4

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

75
60
70
80

80
70
70
80

Dip or above
Cert IV or above
Cert IV or above
Dip or above

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

CRIMINOLOGY

CREATIVE ARTS & MEDIA
Bachelor of Creative Arts (Costume Design)
Bachelor of Creative Arts (Costume Design) (VET
Pathway)

PREREQUISITES

Yes

Dip or above

ADJUSTMENT
FACTORS

3

75

Bachelor of Criminology
Bachelor of Criminology (Honours)
Bachelor of Law and Society

TAFE LINK

244011

None

GUARANTEED
SELECTION RANK

Bachelor of Accounting and Finance

Yes

SELECTION
RANK

Yes

Dip or above

DEFERRABLE

3

75

DURATION
(FULL-TIME YEARS)

274105

New in
2020
New in
2020
New in
2020
New in
2020
60
65
65

BUSINESS

DEGREES

SATAC CODE

Bachelor of Accounting (Online)

PREREQUISITES

Yes

ADJUSTMENT
FACTORS

DEFERRABLE

3

TAFE LINK

DURATION
(FULL-TIME YEARS)

244001

GUARANTEED
SELECTION RANK

SATAC CODE

Bachelor of Accounting

DEGREES

234721 3
234731 1.5

Yes
Yes

60
N/A

70
N/A

Bachelor of Creative Arts (Creative Writing)

214551

3

No

60

N/A

Cert IV or above
Adv Dip from
TAFE/VET. TAFE/
VET qualification
must be in a
related field.
N/A

Yes
Yes

Bachelor of Creative Arts (Dance)
Bachelor of Creative Arts (Drama)

224691
214561

3
3

No
No

60
60

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Yes
Yes

Bachelor of Creative Arts (Enterprise)
Bachelor of Creative Arts (Fashion)
Bachelor of Creative Arts (Fashion) (VET Pathway)

224121 3
224901 3
224951 1.5

Yes
Yes
Yes

70
60
N/A

70
70
N/A

Cert IV or above
Cert IV or above
Adv Dip from
TAFE/VET. TAFE/
VET qualification
must be in a
related field.
N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes

Cert IV or above

Yes
Yes

Yes

None
None

Portfolio, CV and written
statement.
Audition.
Portfolio, CV, written
statement and audition.
None
None
None

Bachelor of Creative Arts (Screen)

214571

3

No

60

N/A

Bachelor of Creative Arts (Visual Arts)
Bachelor of Creative Arts (Visual Effects and
Entertainment Design)
Bachelor of Creative Arts (Visual Effects and
Entertainment Design) (Honours)
Bachelor of Creative Arts (Visual Effects and
Entertainment Design) (VET Pathway)
Bachelor of General Studies
Bachelor of Media Arts
Bachelor of Media and Communication

224911
224131

3
3

Yes
Yes

60
60

70
N/A

224171

4

Yes

60

N/A

Yes

224161

2

Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

Portfolio, CV, written
statement and interview.
None
Portfolio, CV and written
statement.
Portfolio, CV and written
statement.
None

234181
224731
224151

3
3
3

Yes
Yes
Yes

N/A
60
70

N/A
75
75

Yes
Yes
Yes

None
None
None

N/A
Cert IV or above
Dip or above

Yes

Flinders University

Bachelor of Arts (Education (Primary R-7) Pathway)
Bachelor of Arts (Education (Secondary) Pathway)
Bachelor of Arts pathway to Master of Teaching
(Primary R-7)
Bachelor of Arts pathway to Master of Teaching
(Secondary)
Bachelor of Arts/Master of Teaching (Early
Childhood)
Bachelor of Arts/Master of Teaching (Primary R-7)
Bachelor of Arts/Master of Teaching (Secondary)
Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood and Special
Education)/Bachelor of Disability Studies
Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood)/Bachelor
of Arts
Bachelor of Education (Early Childhood)/Bachelor of
Special Education
Bachelor of Education (Primary R-7 & Special
Education)/Bachelor of Disability Studies
Bachelor of Education (Primary R-7)/Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Education (Primary R-7)/Bachelor of
General Science
Bachelor of Education (Primary R-7)/Bachelor of
Special Education
Bachelor of Education (Secondary)/Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Education (Secondary)/Bachelor of
Health Sciences
Bachelor of Education (Secondary)/Bachelor of
Languages
Bachelor of Education (Secondary)/Bachelor of
Science
Bachelor of Education (Secondary)/Bachelor of
Special Education
Bachelor of General Science/Master of Teaching
(Primary R-7)
Bachelor of Languages/Master of Teaching
(Secondary)
Bachelor of Science/Master of Teaching (Secondary)

Written statement.

ENGINEERING
Bachelor of Design and Technology Innovation
Bachelor of Engineering (Biomedical) (Honours)
Bachelor of Engineering (Biomedical) (Honours)/
Master of Engineering (Biomedical)
Bachelor of Engineering (Civil) (Honours)
Bachelor of Engineering (Computer and Network
Systems) (Honours)
Bachelor of Engineering (Electrical) (Honours)
Bachelor of Engineering (Electronics) (Honours)
Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) - Flexible Entry
Bachelor of Engineering (Maritime) (Honours)
Bachelor of Engineering (Mechanical) (Honours)
Bachelor of Engineering (Mechanical) (Honours)/
Master of Engineering (Biomedical)
Bachelor of Engineering (Robotics) (Honours)
Bachelor of Engineering (Robotics) (Honours)/
Master of Engineering (Electronics)
Bachelor of Engineering (Software) (Honours)
Bachelor of Engineering Science
Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences
Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences (Honours)

2020 Undergraduate degrees

None

SACE stage two
specialist mathematics or
mathematical methods or
equivalent.

None
SACE stage two
specialist mathematics or
mathematical methods or
equivalent.
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PREREQUISITES

PREREQUISITES

ADJUSTMENT
FACTORS

ADJUSTMENT
FACTORS

TAFE LINK

TAFE LINK

GUARANTEED
SELECTION RANK

GUARANTEED
SELECTION RANK

SELECTION
RANK

SELECTION
RANK

DEFERRABLE

DEFERRABLE

DURATION
(FULL-TIME YEARS)

DURATION
(FULL-TIME YEARS)

SATAC CODE

SATAC CODE

224531
234191

4
1

Yes
Yes

60
60

70
70

Cert IV or above
Cert IV or above

Yes
Yes

Written statement
None

214021
214921
224151
224001

3
3
3
3

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

60
70
70
70

70
80
75
80

Cert IV or above
Cert IV or above
Dip or above
Cert IV or above

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

None
None
None
None

224535

4

Yes

60

70

Cert IV or above

Yes

None

234551
234571

3
5

Yes
No

80
90

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

Yes
Yes

None
None

Bachelor of Law and Society (Law Pathway)
Bachelor of Laws and Legal Practice

234651
244111

1
4

Yes
Yes

85
95

Cert IV or above
N/A

Yes
Yes

None
None

None
None

Bachelor of Laws and Legal Practice (Honours)

244122

4

Yes

80
New in
2020
New in
2020

214181
214871

3
4

Yes
Yes

70
70

90
90

Dip or above
Dip or above

Yes
Yes

N/A

N/A

Yes

None

224071

5

No

90

95

N/A

Yes

None

MEDICINE

224081
274055
234841
214421
214931

5
3
3
3
5

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

97
60
75
85
97

N/A
70
N/A
95
N/A

214941

6

No

N/A

N/A

N/A

Yes

N/A
Cert IV or above
N/A
Adv Dip or above
N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

None
None
None
None
None

Specific admissions test
required. Refer to additional
requirements.

N/A
N/A
95

N/A
N/A
Adv Dip or above

Yes
Yes
Yes

None
None
None

214431
214311
214312

3
3
3

Yes
Yes
Yes

95
62
62

N/A
75
70

Adv Dip or above
Cert IV or above
Cert IV or above

Yes
Yes
Yes

None
None
None

214381
224321
214352

4
3
4

No
Yes
No

97
98.2
90
60
60
90

70
70
90

Cert IV or above
Cert IV or above
N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes

None
None
None

234161
214051
224651
214321

1
3
3
4

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

60
70
70
90

70
80
80
N/A

Cert IV or above
Dip or above
Dip or above
N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

None
None
None
None

214021
214031
224561

3
3
3

Yes
Yes
Yes

234011
234181

3
3

Yes

None

Yes
Yes

70
N/A

75
N/A

Dip or above
N/A

Yes
Yes

None
None

Yes

3

Yes

70

70

Yes

None

214821
224431
244221

3
4
3

Yes
Yes
Yes

70
80
75

244231

4

Yes

85

Adv Dip or above

Yes

SACE stage two
mathematical methods or
specialist mathematics or
equivalent.

214201
224441
274095
224551
234051

3
4
3
3
4

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

70
80
New in
2020
New in
2020
60
80
60
70
80

Certificate IV or
above
Cert IV or above
Dip or above
Dip or above

SACE stage two
specialist mathematics or
mathematical methods or
equivalent.

214591

70
80
70
70
80

Cert IV or above
Dip or above
Cert IV or above
Cert IV or above
Dip or above

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

None
None
None
None
None

224701

3

Yes

70

70

Cert IV or above

Yes

None

224711

4

Yes

80

80

Dip or above

Yes

None

274075

3

Yes

70

70

Cert IV or above

Yes

None

224101

3

Yes

70

70

Cert IV or above

Yes

None

224041

4

Yes

80

80

Dip or above

Yes

None

224631
224641

3
4

Yes
Yes

70
80

70
80

Cert IV or above
Dip or above

Yes
Yes

SACE stage two
specialist mathematics or
mathematical methods or
equivalent.

3

Yes

60

70

Cert IV or above

Yes

None

DEGREES
HEALTH
Bachelor of Disability and Developmental Education
Bachelor of Disability and Developmental Education
(Health Sciences Pathway)
Bachelor of Disability and Developmental Education
(Online)
Bachelor of Exercise Science
Bachelor of Exercise Science/Master of Clinical
Exercise Physiology
Bachelor of Health Sciences
Bachelor of Health Sciences/Graduate Diploma in
Environmental Health Practice
Bachelor of Health Sciences/Master of Occupational
Therapy
Bachelor of Health Sciences/Master of Physiotherapy
Bachelor of Healthy Ageing (Online)
Bachelor of Human Nutrition
Bachelor of Medical Science
Bachelor of Medical Science (Vision Science)/Master
of Optometry
Bachelor of Nutrition and Dietetics
Bachelor of Paramedic Science
Bachelor of Speech Pathology

LANGUAGES AND CULTURE

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Bachelor of Applied Geographical Information
Systems
Bachelor of Computer Science
Bachelor of Computer Science (Honours)
Bachelor of Computer Science (Artificial Intelligence)
Bachelor of Computer Science (Artificial Intelligence)
(Honours)
Bachelor of Information Technology
Bachelor of Information Technology (Honours)
Bachelor of Information Technology (Online)
Bachelor of Information Technology (Digital Media)
Bachelor of Information Technology (Digital Health
Systems) (Honours)
Bachelor of Information Technology (Network and
Cybersecurity Systems)
Bachelor of Information Technology (Network and
Cybersecurity Systems) (Honours)
Bachelor of Information Technology (Network and
Cybersecurity Systems) (Online)
Bachelor of Information Technology (Simulation and
Serious Games)
Bachelor of Information Technology (Simulation and
Serious Games) (Honours)
Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences
Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences (Honours)

Yes
Yes
Yes

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
Bachelor of International Relations and Political
Science
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Bachelor of Archaeology
Bachelor of Languages
Bachelor of Media and Communication
Bachelor of Tourism and Events

LAW

Bachelor of Clinical Sciences, Doctor of Medicine

HUMANITIES & SOCIAL SCIENCES
Bachelor of Archaeology
Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Arts - Enhanced Program for High
Achievers
Bachelor of Arts and Science
Bachelor of General Studies

DEGREES

224991

Flinders University

NURSING AND MIDWIFERY
Bachelor of Midwifery (Pre-registration)
Bachelor of Nursing (Pre-registration)
Bachelor of Nursing (Pre-registration) Riverland

PSYCHOLOGY
Bachelor of Arts (Psychological Science Pathway)
Bachelor of Behavioural Science (Psychology)
Bachelor of Psychological Science
Bachelor of Psychology (Honours)

SCIENCE
Bachelor of Applied Geographical Information
Systems
Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences

214591

3

Yes

70

70

224631

3

Yes

70

70

Certificate IV or
above
Cert IV or above

Bachelor of Mathematical Sciences (Honours)

224641

4

Yes

80

80

Dip or above

Yes

Bachelor of Science

234511

3

Yes

60

70

Certificate IV or
above

Yes

None

Bachelor of Science (Honours) - Enhanced Program
for High Achievers

214721

4

Yes

95

95

Adv Dip or above

Yes

Bachelor of Science (Animal Behaviour)
Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Animal Behaviour)
Bachelor of Science (Biodiversity and Conservation)
Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Biodiversity and
Conservation)
Bachelor of Science (Biotechnology)
Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Biotechnology)
Bachelor of Science (Chemical Sciences)
Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Chemical Sciences)
Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Chemical Sciences)/
Master of Engineering (Materials)

234211
234361
234221
234371

3
4
3
4

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

70
80
70
80

70
80
70
80

Cert IV or above
Dip or above
Cert IV or above
Dip or above

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

At least three of the
following SACE stage two
subjects or equivalent:
biology, mathematical
methods, specialist
mathematics, chemistry,
physics, geology.
None
None
None
None

234521
234541
234231
234381
234871

3
4
3
4
5

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

70
80
70
80
95

70
80
70
80
95

Cert IV or above
Dip or above
Cert IV or above
Dip or above
N/A

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

234251
234401
234261
234411

3
4
3
4

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

70
80
70
80

70
80
70
80

Cert IV or above
Dip or above
Cert IV or above
Dip or above

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

None
None
None
None
SACE stage two chemistry
plus specialist mathematics,
mathematical methods or
equivalent.
None
None
None
None

234271
234421

3
4

Yes
Yes

70
80

70
80

Cert IV or above
Dip or above

Yes
Yes

None
None

234281

3

Yes

70

70

Cert IV or above

Yes

SACE stage two chemistry
or equivalent.

Bachelor of Science (Coasts and Oceans)
Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Coasts and Oceans)
Bachelor of Science (Energy and Advanced Materials)
Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Energy and Advanced
Materials)
Bachelor of Science (Environmental Science)
Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Environmental
Science)
Bachelor of Science (Forensic and Analytical Science)

2020 Undergraduate degrees
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SATAC CODE

DURATION
(FULL-TIME YEARS)

DEFERRABLE

SELECTION
RANK

GUARANTEED
SELECTION RANK

TAFE LINK

ADJUSTMENT
FACTORS

PREREQUISITES

234171

1

Yes

60

70

Cert IV or above

Yes

None

234431

4

Yes

80

80

Dip or above

Yes

234911
234921
234291
234441

3
4
3
4

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

70
80
70
80

Cert IV or above
Dip or above
Cert IV or above
Dip or above

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Bachelor of Science (Marine Biology)
Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Marine Biology)
Bachelor of Science (Marine Biology and
Aquaculture)
Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Marine Biology and
Aquaculture)
Bachelor of Science (Molecular Bioscience)
Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Molecular
Bioscience)
Bachelor of Science (Nanotechnology)
Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Nanotechnology)

234301
234451
234311

3
4
3

Yes
Yes
Yes

70
80
70
No
offers
made
70
80
70

SACE stage two chemistry
or equivalent.
None
None
None
None

70
80
70

Cert IV or above
Dip or above
Cert IV or above

Yes
Yes
Yes

None
None
None

234461

4

Yes

80

80

Dip or above

Yes

None

234321
234471

3
4

Yes
Yes

70
80

70
80

Cert IV or above
Dip or above

Yes
Yes

None
None

234331
234481

3
4

Yes
Yes

70
80

70
80

Cert IV or above
Dip or above

Yes
Yes

Bachelor of Science (Palaeontology)
Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Palaeontology)
Bachelor of Science (Physics)
Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Physics)

224061
224051
234341
234491

3
4
3
4

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

70
80
70
80

70
80
70
80

Cert IV or above
Dip or above
Cert IV or above
Dip or above

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Biomedical
nanotechnology: SACE
stage two chemistry or
equivalent. Quantum
nanostructures: SACE
stage two chemistry,
physics and mathematical
methods or equivalent
None
None
None
None

224761

4

Yes

70

80

Dip or above

Yes

None

224741
224111

3
3

Yes
Yes

65
65

80
80

Cert IV or above
Cert IV or above

Yes
Yes

None
Written statement.

DEGREES
SCIENCE
Bachelor of Science (Forensic and Analytical Science
Pathway)
Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Forensic and
Analytical Science)
Bachelor of Science (Geography)
Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Geography)
Bachelor of Science (Hydrology)
Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Hydrology)

SOCIAL WORK
Bachelor of Social Work

SPORT
Bachelor of Sport, Health and Physical Activity
Bachelor of Sport, Health and Physical Activity
(Outdoor Education)

BACHELOR OF LETTERS
Creative Writing, Criminology (Online), English,
French, Health, Indonesian, Innovation & Enterprise,
Italian, Mathematics, Modern Greek, Spanish, Sports
Performance Coaching

Apply at enrolment

KEY
Cert IV

Certificate IV or above from TAFE/VET

Dip

Diploma or above from TAFE/VET

Adv dip Advanced diploma from TAFE/VET
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Every effort has been made to ensure the information in this brochure is accurate at
the time of publication: July 2019. Flinders University reserves the right to alter any
course or topic contained herein without prior notice. Alterations are reflected in the
course information available on the University’s website. CRICOS No. 00114A

Artist's impressions only
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Flinders Laneway, Bedford Park campus

Contact us
Our friendly staff are available to answer your questions:
1300 354 633 (local call cost) | askflinders@flinders.edu.au | flinders.edu.au/ask
International students contact:
+61 8 8201 2727 | flinders.edu.au/international | INTLAdmissions@flinders.edu.au

